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Abstract
The rapid development of digital technology has led to the widespread of virtual or CAD based
design environments. However, these tools lack a means of combing physical and digital
representations in order to support the iterative design process.
The illuminated workspace provides a self-contained design environment in which a number of
physical, computational, statistical, and visual representations can be combined in a single
creative space. This thesis describes a landscape design workbench called Illuminating Clay that
allows designers to intuitively manipulate free-form physical models and simultaneously interact
with computational analysis of these physical representations. This thesis shows how the system
supports multiple forms of representation - physical models, 2-D images, digital models, and
dynamic simulations - in the early stage of design and allows for an easy transition between
physical and digital modeling in the process of landscape design.
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The Iterative Design Process
The process of physical form design iteratively involves a variety of
techniques and representations on the different levels of details. In this
chapter we discuss the roles of three representational approaches -
freehand sketching, physical modeling, and computational design - in
the iterative design process. The conventional design process involving
digital tools present new challenges to virtual design studios.
1.1 Freehand Sketching
Freehand Sketching is especially valuable in the early stage of the design
process [UWC90]. Freehand sketches are informed by designers'
intuitive sense and a wealth of previous experience. Designers are trained
to be able to rapidly sketch two-dimensional geometries with uncertain
functions, sizes, shapes, and relationships on paper to depict physical
objects in three-dimensional space (Figure 1-1). Herbert defines sketches
as "informal, private drawings that architectural designers use as a
medium for graphic thinking in the exploratory stages of their work."
According to Herbert, sketches provide an extended memory of the
visual images in the designer's mind, and, since they can be made rapidly,
allow for more facile manipulation of ideas at various levels of
abstraction [H87].
Eugene Ferguson described the role of sketches in a historical context
[F92]. Graphical representations of artifacts have preceded a definite
evolutionary pattern in the quality and clarity, but the design process is
not fundamentally reformatted from millennia ago. All architectural
projects of ancient civilizations, such as Egyptian pyramids, Greek
temples, and Roman arch bridges, began in the "mind's eye" of




design by "a sketch in the sand," could the design be consulted with and
evaluated by other designers and commissioners, or then built by
constructors.
Freehand sketching is fast design technique to transform designer's
mental images to external representation. This aspect is extremely
important in the stage of design exploration, in which the efficiency is
built on top of the number of design features generated in the designer's
mind. The fast transformation allows each design feature to occupy a
relatively small cognitive unit, and each unit is rapidly freed when the
feature has been transformed to sketches. Therefore, the number of
design features is extended.
When designers make freehand sketches, the intended entities and their
spatial relationships are only approximately rendered [M95]. In design
exploration, sketch objects are not strictly constrained by size, shape,
functionality, and precise alignment; sketches encourage designers to
explore more ideas without being burdened by concern for inappropriate
details. Furthermore, the ambiguity creates variations. For example, a
designer draws a curved line to express a road to a building's entrance;
the curve accidentally crosses the lobby. The designer finds that it is an
interesting implication in which the entrance space could be extended
into the lobby. This overlapping results in closer spatial connection.
The ambiguity of freehand sketching also improves communication, both
with designers and the clients of the designed artifact. When a client
examines a sketched building design, he will be inclined to focus on
important issues at this early stage, such as the overall structure and the
circulation, while not being distracted by the details of the look. When
designers are ready to move past this stage and focus on concrete issues,
they can re-create the sketch objects more precisely in the manner of
physical models.
1.2 Physical Modeling 13
As the design process proceeds, more objects are involved in the =!(D
conceptual model. Since sketches on paper have the limited ability to
depict three-dimensional geometries and complex spatial relationships,
O
physical models must be employed. They give physical presence to the
conceptual models developed in the stage of freehand sketching.
0
The design process is heavily reliant on the physical world and strongly
influenced by things that designers can see and feel. An observational
study by Brereton and McGarry [BMOO] demonstrates that "engineers
learn by paying attention to discrepancies between the physical world
and the conceptual model. Through continually challenging abstract
representations against material representations they advance their
conceptual model of the design in progress, their repertoire offamiliar
physical objects and behaviors, and their understanding of technical
fundamentals".
Conceptual models on sketches are usually presented in separate stages.
Designers draw the structure of a building in one sketch, they draw the
interior of a single room in another sketch, and some other details of the
design are expressed in separate sketches. Physical models tend to
integrate these separate ideas and present the overall design as well as
designs of each part of the building. During integration, physical models
are able to reveal errors in conceptual models. For example, multiple
layers of architectural spaces are usually overlaid in sketches. While
building a physical model, designers can easily find inaccurate spatial
relationships between these spaces, and even some broken links of the
interior spaces that might look reasonable in sketches (Figure 1-2).
Designers can employ a variety of modeling materials, such as, wood,
metal, mesh, and clay. These materials vary in size, form, and color.
Figure 1-2___
According to Brereton and McGarry, the selecting of an object for design Physical models in
prototype relies on the context of use and the device having an attribute an architectural project
14 relevant to the context of use. Furthermore, objects are adapted to
support thinking depended on whether they had any attributes that
afforded exploring the design space [BMOO].
An interesting experiment reported by Sorte illustrates the important role
of physical models when people evaluated an architectural design [S75].
In this experiment, two existing buildings were selected as source
material; and two groups of subjects are involved, one for each model of
presentation. Participants were asked to evaluate these buildings using
specially constructed semantic rating scales. Multiple representations of
the buildings were used: the building in reality, plan drawing (1:400),
white card model (1:400), colored naturalistic mode (1:400), perspective
drawing in black and white, color slide taken from eyelevel in a
naturalistic model, color movie filmed from eyelevel in a naturalistic
model, slide showing reality, film showing reality. This experiment set
out to determine in retrospect which built from analogue elicited
subjective evaluations that were most similar to elevation of buildings in
reality.
"On the basis of the calculations made, it was possible to perform a
general ranking of the ability of different presentation methods to predict
reality. Of the outline methods it is the colored naturalistic model can
best illustrate reality, while the white model and the illustrated plan
provide a much worse result. As regards the pictorial representation, the
perspective drawing gave a surprisingly bad result." said Soute, "the
methods which consistently exhibited large deviations from the
assessment on the sites were the illustrated plan, perspective drawing
and the white mode. This is serious, since we know that these
presentation methods are very often used as the basis of decisions.
Assessments of the areas on the basis of relatoscope film, colored
naturalistic model and relatoscope slides exhibit in this investigation a
much satisfactory agreement with the visual assessment in the actual
areas, but even these show some deviations." Sorte's research confirms
that a physical model is perhaps the most suitable design analogue.
1.3 Computational Designs
Computer aided design (CAD) has been widely adopted to physical -
CD
design in the space of perhaps the ten years from 1980 to 1990. Most
design practices - industrial, architectural, urban and landscape based -
have implemented computational design in various forms. The computer
was primarily introduced as a means to increase the production of 0
CD
working drawings. two-dimensional plans and sections and other
working drawings that had previously been produced by hand could for
the first time be produced using a tool that could automate repetitive
tasks and allow for drawings that could be easily altered, duplicated and
transmitted to other members of a design team.
A typical CAD program provides a set of graphic symbols representing
the elements of buildings that can be drawn directly on the display
window. A set of command tools allow designers to manipulate the
spatial and display properties of symbols. The drawings and past designs
can be stored and retrieved in a file system. Evaluation routines provide
measures and quantitative analysis of building performance [A79]. Using
graphic manipulation commands provided by the CAD system, designers
can generate design geometries on the display screen. They can read the
geometries and see, for example, what the floor plan of the building they
have designed is like. Meanwhile, the CAD program can "read" the
geometry file and perform evaluative calculations, such as the area of the
room, which also can be displayed to designers. Computer graphics serve
the communication channel between designers and computers in the
CAD system, because they are both man-readable and machine-readable.
The human-computer interaction occurs through computer monitors that
are used to display computer graphics.
In the early stages of computer aided physical design, the computer was
primarily used as a means of increasing efficiency in producing working
drawings. As competing software companies produced increasingly
sophisticated CAD programs, it became possible to start defining three-
Figure 1-3
A perspective rendering in
an architectural project
dimensional models rather than sticking to two-dimensional
representations. This offered many advantages to the draftsman. For
example, only one digital model needed to be built in order to render
multiple working drawings. Since each drawing was generated from the
same model, the likelihood of discrepancies among the drawings is also
reduced.
While the three-dimensional modeling capabilities of the CAD program
were initially intended as drafting aids, it now became possible to render
perspective visualizations of a given design (Figure 1-3). The CAD
program can further generate a short video representation based on a
series of perspective renderings. Therefore, for the first time, the
computer was able to represent an object, building, city space or
landscape even before it was built and to convey the experience while the
design model is digitally complete.
One of the most significant aspects of digital representation in physical
form design is that a given digital model can be tested under simulated
conditions allowing the designer to evaluate their model and alter it
accordingly. Computer aided design has been greatly used in helping
designers to study complex aspects of the design process, from normal
shadow casting to ventilation and energy analysis, or other algorithms of
GIS (Geographic Information System) analysis. This kind of information
cannot be expressed by conventional physical models, or too time-
consuming be applied by hand calculation, but can be quickly and
accurately calculated and visualized with the aid of the computer.
Not only can the computer aid in the process of representing a finalized
design, it can also be used to represent a design in process that could be
reworked in response to a computational visualization. This offered
tremendous advantages for designers in being able to efficiently repeat
the design cycle from intuition, to representation, to modification. With
the CAD system, designers can use computer graphics to modify and
accurately redrawing the design model. Thus, it intensifies the design
process in terms of the speed and accuracy with which the performance 17
of a design modification can be made and combined with the
performance of the original design idea. Designers can quickly and CD
accurately explore many more alternative designs. CD
CD
In addition to representing the design, the CAD system can also
encourage close collaboration in the design process, especially with 0
0
clients and potential users. Although with little professional background,
these people could easily understand the graphical representation on the
CAD system, modify the intended design, and collaborate with designers
to improve the result. One of the first responses to this proposition was
the RTIAL (PARTicipation in Architectural Layout) CAD developed at
ABACUS. The significance of the exercise was that it demonstrated that
a suitable designed CAD system could be used by people without
architectural or computer experience [FA78].
Now it is possible to design a final form, represent the experience of that
form, and produce construction drawings to build the form using a single
device with no material expenditure. It is efficient to produce, manipulate,
and distribute digital representations that have led to the wide spread
adaptation of computers in the design process.
1.4 The Iteration
A common design process of physical begins with freehand sketching.
Designers quickly draw their conceptual ideas in two-dimensional
representations. After they feel that they have reached a relatively certain
level, designers move to the next stage of physical drawing and modeling
with precise measures of scales and other physical conditions. At this
point, they often collaborate with other designers, clients, and potential
users, review and revise their conceptual ideas. Heavily relying on three-
dimensional representations in this stage, designers are able to push the
conceptual model to a concrete level. It is not unusual to see that
18 designers often go back to the first stage to redraw the conceptual ideas
before making changes on these physical models. After having a
satisfactory physical model, designers start building digital
representations of these models. They can the ask CAD systems for an
evaluation of the design, such as daylight and nightlight rendering,
spatial walk-through, volume calculation, to name just a few. They
observe the combination of cost and performance aspects implied by the
design. However, it is up to designer's judgment to weight the
importance of the different evaluative criteria and to decide if the result
satisfies different design requirements or not. They may again need to go
back to the previous stages to change the design geometries and resubmit
the design for computational evaluation. The designers then can see if the
revised plan progresses towards the solution.
As described above, the design process often goes back and forth; the
conceptual design is often consulted and revised; designers finally
achieve a confirmed model after the design being satisfactorily evaluated
in the computational stage. Thus, the design process cycles back to the
sketching stage; designers start working on lower level details. The
design process proceeds and iterates on different levels until it reaches
satisfactory details for the intended design, such as a window, a banister,
or a piece of furniture.
The iterative design process involves combinations of traditional and
Sketches computational representations, and a mix of electronic and face-to-face
communication [M95]. Figure 1-4 shows very similar scenarios
described in Mitchell's Digital Design Media, in which diagrams the
Computational 3 Physical emerging relationship between freehand sketching, physical models, and
3D digitalizing e
Figure 1-4 computational design. It illustrates the possible transitions among these
The iterative design process various representations.
Due to the characteristics of the iterative design process, Mitchell goes
on to suggest that digital design studios should support all the activities
of drawing, physical modeling, and computer work, and to allow easy,
casual movement back and forth between these different activities.
Therefore, according to Mitchell, the studios should be equipped with
good, convenient facilities for iterative transitions among the drawings,
scale models, and digital models. Scanners and 2-D digitizers translate
from drawings and photographs to digital format. 3-D scanners and
digitizers are needed to go from physical scale models to digital models.
Printers and plotters produce two-dimensional hard copy from digital
information. And increasingly, it is feasible to use rapid prototyping
devices to generate physical scale models from digital information.
The rapid development of digital technologies now makes
implementation of virtual design studios an increasingly attractive
possibility. The idea of a virtual architectural design studio has been
developed in some detail [M95]. However, the challenge lies in the
underdeveloped state of the necessary methods, techniques and theories
for the iterative design process between physical and digital
representations. This thesis proposes an illuminated workspace called
Illuminating Clay (Figure 1-5) that provides a self-contained design
environment in which a number of physical, computational, statistical,






The computational design heavily involves extensive human-computer
interaction that relies on Graphical User Interfaces (GUI) in most
systems. The current emphasis on the Graphical User Interface is the
result of a complex and interwoven history involving various research
trends, technological breakthroughs, and the broader cultural context.
This chapter will present a historical review of the features of GUI and
its applications in computer aided design. It goes on to show how GUIs
fails to recognize the potential role of tactile manipulation in computer
aided design. Rather than supporting the iterative design, GUIs
fragments the design process. Only by combining the power of
computation and the intuitive physical modeling can digital tools meet
their full potential as an aid to design.
2.1 An Overview of the History
Since the user interface of the command-line operating system evolved in
the late 60's and early 70's, its complexity has long been criticized. The
first GUI system was experimented at Xerox PARC, which was
characterized by a large bit-mapped display, icons, multiple windows, a
pointing device. This graphical interface was easily to understand and
helped users to do work quickly. In a typical graphical system, the
computer programs were graphically represented as a set of icons,
windows, pull-down and pop-up menus, and pointing devices, such as a
mouse or spaceball. More importantly, GUIs were able to provide the
user with visual interaction and immediate feedback about the effect of
users' action. The evaluation of input and output devices [M96] had
changed the fundamental way of human-computer interaction.
Figure 2-1
Sketch project, MIT, 1963
Figure 2-2
The first GUI system at
Xerox PARC, 1977
Figure 2-3
Doug Engelbart's mouse, 1968
A pointing device that allowed users to directly manipulate visible
objects on the computer screen was first demonstrated by Ivan
Sutherland's Sketchpad in this 1963 MIT PhD thesis (Figure 2-1) [S63].
Sketchpad used a light-pen to be able to support a variety of user actions,
such as grabbing and moving objects, changing size, and using
constraints. One of the early graphical systems was AMBIT/G
implemented at MIT's Lincoln Labs in 1968. It employed iconic
representations, gesture recognition, dynamic menus with items selected
using a point device, selection of icons by pointing, and mode and mode-
free styles of interaction. Later, the idea of "WYSIWYG" (what you see
is what you get) originated with systems such as the Bravo text editor
and Draw drawing program. The concept of direct manipulation
interfaces for everyone was envisioned by Alan Kay's Dynabook at
Xerox PARC in 1977 (Figure 2-2) [K77]. The first commercial systems
to make extensive use of direct manipulation were the Xerox Star in
1981 [S83], the Apple Lisa in 1982 [W83] and Macintosh in 1984 [W84].
The mouse was developed at Stanford Research Laboratory in 1965 as
part of the NLS project to be a cheap replacement for light-pens, which
had been used at least since 1954. Many of the current uses of the mouse
were demonstrated by Doug Engelbart as part of NLS in a movie created
in 1968 (Figure 2-3) [EE68]. The mouse mapped the movement of a
physical object in space by the user's hand to a digital curser. Combined
with the added physical interaction of the mouse "click" a set of standard
interaction techniques and metaphors were developed that forms the
basis of today's Graphical User Interface.
The GUI systems heavily rely on the computer monitor as the output
device. Television had already been developed as a means for graphical
display when computers became powerful enough to make use of them
in the form of computer monitors. The monitor offered a means to
display an almost limitless combination of pixel values and allowed
practically any image to be rendered on a two-dimensional plane.
Supporting the rise of GUIs, the culture that had already invented and
propagated the television was well poised to accept another TV-style
window onto the emerging computational world.
2.2 The Rise of CAD
The rise of contemporary windows manager began from Alan Kay's idea
of overlapping windows that was proposed in his 1969 PhD thesis [K69],
and soon after he first implemented this idea in the Smalltalk system at
Xerox PARC [GR79]. The Cedar Window Manager from Xerox PARC
was the first major tiled window manager [S86]. The main commercial
systems popularizing windows were the Xerox Star (1981), the Apple
Lisa (1982), and most importantly the Apple Macintosh (1984) (Figure
2-4). The early versions of the Star and Microsoft Windows were tiled,
but eventually they supported overlapping windows like the Lisa and
Macintosh. The X Window system, a current international standard, was
developed at MIT in 1984 (Figure 2-5) [SG86].
By the time mouse, windows, and computer graphics had demonstrated
the powerful potentials of human-computer interaction, software
researchers started the attempt to build computer-based drawing program.
In 1968 Ken Pulfer and Grant Bechthold at the National Research
Council of Canada built a mouse out of wood patterned after Engelbart's
and used it with a key-frame animation system to draw all the frames of a
movie. Also, a subsequent movie Hunger in 1971 was drawn using a
tablet instead of the mouse [BW71]. Since first computer painting
program Dick Shoup's Superpaint at PARC (1974-75), William Newman
demonstrated Markup, and later Patrick Baudelaire's Draw added
handling of lines and curves.
In the same year when Sketchpad was presented at IFIPS conference a
number of CAD systems had also been developed, such as Doug Ross's











X Window system, MIT, 1984
24 This brief synopsis shows how the contemporary computer interface is
largely the result of history. As such the vestiges of its own past limit it,
and the contemporary computer interface does not necessarily meet the
needs of users. Nowhere is this mismatch between the traditional
practices of a user community and their computational tools more
evident than in the fields of physical form design.
2.3 The Awkwardness of the GUI
Computer Aided Design on the GUI have been widely used in the
architectural, urban, and landscape design process. While they are
extremely powerful for finalized drawing and rendering, it is often
difficult to integrate these digital tools with conventional design process
(Figure 2-6). A number of limitations of GUIs were elaborated by Ben
Piper in his master thesis [P02].
Lack of intuitive control - Although computational representations offer
a high degree of numeric control, input functions based on a mouse or
digitizer do not provide a simple and effective means of generating and
manipulating form. For example, since each object in a CAD program is
represented by a table of attributes, designers need to type a numerical
value in the table in order to change the height of a wall and have to wait
a few seconds for the model being redrawn on the computer monitor.
Lack of spatial understanding - a CAD program is able to digitally build
a three-dimensional model, but the result has to be seen on a two-
dimensional display. While perspective, fly through, elevation and cut-
away view can help to describe the model, purely two-dimensional visual
format makes it difficult for viewers to fully understand more complex
spatial forms and relationships.
Figure 2-6 Lack of scale - Owing to its lack of physical scale, digital
The awkwardness of the GUI representations place no limits on the level of detail that can be added to
a model. Especially in the early stage of the design process, when 25
designers do not need to care about the lower level of details, the lack of
scale in digital representations can be a distraction. The scale-less 0
computer model can be worked and reworked from the tiniest detail to
the most macroscopic feature making it difficult for the designer to make CD
decisive decisions. CD
C.)
Lack of materiality - Architectural, urban, and landscape design is
heavily relies on the inherent properties of materials. The lack of
materiality in the digital model makes it extremely hard for designers to
find solutions through interaction with a digital model. For example,
digital representations are not subject to physical forces or properties and
so these must be imagined by designers rather than being inherently
evident in the behavior of a particular model. This results in tremendous
overhead of the designers' cognitive load and distract them from crucial
issues of the design itself.
Lack of collaborative medium - The design process interweaves with
extensive collaboration among design terms, clients, and potential users.
However, the current GUI is designed for a single user who is required to
have specialist knowledge of particular software packages as well as
professional design experience. It is not conducive to the collaborative
process that is usually associated with physical forms. The design
displayed on a computer monitor cannot quickly and easily convey a
proposed form to non-experts.
Lack of fluency - The current CAD programs tend to be a data
processing tool rather than support the iterative design process. On one
hand, the transition from physical models to digital representations needs
to be processed by either hands-input or 3-D digitizers, which is non-
intuitive and time-consuming. One the other hand, the computational
information virtually associated with spatial objects has to be
degenerated once the digital representations are translated back to
physical forms. The lack of fluency in most computational tools
26 fragments the iterative design process; this explicit gap between different
representations has to be manually overcome.
While digital tools are able to simultaneously convey a large amount of
information and process one of the particular aspects of intended design,
what is missing here is the link between physical and digital
representations. This gap is an inherited consequence of initial input and
output devices used for human-computer interaction as well as the
original intent of digital computing for engineering calculation. The
increasing demand for using digital tools in the design process presents
us challenges in both technology and methodology. The implication of
the GUI history suggests alternatives of input and output techniques in
new human-computer interface as well as iterative design approaches
between physical and digital representations.
Chapter 3
Illuminated Design Environment
In the last two chapters we described how computer can be a very
powerful tool to facilitate conventional design process. However,
combination of digital and physical representations causes overhead of
media translation and fragments the design process. The attempt to
integrate computer aided design into conventionally physical design
presents several challenges to virtual design studios - fast transformation
from 2-D to 3-D representations, real-time digitalizing of physical
models, and coexistence of the physical workspace and digital
information.
In this chapter we introduce previous researches and projects in the
context of Illuminating Clay: Frazer's Intelligent Physical Modeling
System [F80] and Surface Drawing [SPSO 1] that explored the physical
input of digital system, Spatially Augmented Reality [RWC99] using the
multi-projector technique to augment physical multi-surface objects with
digital imagery, and John Underkoffler's Urban Planning Workbench
[U199].
3.1 Physical Modeling Device
The evolutionary step for computer aided architectural design in
incorporating physical modeling device was developed by John Frazer
and his research team at the Architectural Association in London. The
technique of intelligent physical 3D modeling implied physical
incorporating local intelligence or logic circuits into the parts for
building a physical model [F80].
Frazer built two early systems: The Gridded System and the Universal
Constructor. The Gridded System used a gridded baseboard into which
Figure 3-1_
Physical and Digital counterparts of
Universal Constructor
flat components representing the walls of an architectural structure could
be placed and then polled by the computer. This system allowed models
of partitioned spaces, such as those found in a standard office building, to
be constructed relatively quickly by hand and then viewed using
conventional CAD software. The system was limited in only allowing
the exploration of two-dimensional relationships that conformed to the
dimensions of the gridded baseboard.
A more sophisticated model was the Universal Constructor. Unlike the
Gridded System, "smart" blocks, or cells, can not only be plugged into
the baseboard but also be stacked vertically with each other. The cells
were individually identified and communicated with neighbors above
and below. Cells communicated with user through a bank of LEDs
display the current state of the cell. The whole structure was machine
readable and so can be interpreted by a computer. The computer can
interpret the states of the cells as either color or geometrical
transformations allowing a wide range of possible interpretations (Figure
3-1).
The Universal Constructor opened a whole series of experimental
projects investigating novel input and output devices. Users can interact
with the computer display through physical manipulation of the cells.
This novel approach to the computer interface allowed a computational
program to be directly affected by the physical positioning of the cells
relative to each other. The computer can communicate and even instruct
the actions of the user through feedback with the cells to display various
states. While the system was rather bulky and slow it was amongst the
first to blend the boundary between digital and physical representation -
it lent physical qualities to the digital program that was affected by
spatial layout and it lent a digital qualities to the physical cells in the
form of the LED output.
3.2 Surface Drawing
Schkolne, Pruett, and Schroder developed a different approach to
3
physical modeling systems. Surface Drawing [SPS01] allowed users to
0.create organic 3D shapes by moving hands in free space. The basis of an
interactive table was a semi-immersive VR-style environment. The
m
user's hand moved in free space above the table, defining a surface strip,
or strioke. Strokes were combined to form a 3D drawing. Furthermore,
the drawing can be manipulated by a number of tangible tools: tongs
allowed the user to move the drawing around in space, an eraser tool
removed geometry, and a magnet tool produced small deformations
(Figure 3-2).
While the existing programs, such as Maya and 3D Studio Max had
provided comprehensive and sophisticated surface modeling tools based
on NURBS and B-spline, their user interfaces were non-intuitive for
designers and artists. On the contrary, Surface Drawing did not
emphasize precise engineering modeling, but intuitive manipulation. It
was able to to facilitate the early stage of the creative design process. The
path of the hand was directly digitalized as geometry, providing a
physical coupling between geometric forms. The simple physical
interface allowed users to define process according to their creative need.
Figure 3-2
Draw with hands (top)
A flower model created in
3.3 Spatially Augmented Reality Surface Drawing (bottom)
Spatially Augmented Reality [RWC99] described an efficient approach to
rendering digital imagery directly into physical space. It created an
effective illusion of virtual objects coexisting with the real world. Unlike
Virtual Reality, digital images are integrated directly in the user's
physical environment, not just in their vision field. Computer
visualization is not only for one's own imagination but is able to be used
as medium for stimulating collaborative experience and ideas.
30 In order to shape complex physical environment with digital information,
this project explored a technique to render a perspectively correct image
for the user's eye point on potentially irregular surfaces. It used
projective textures in a two-pass image-based approach. First, an image
of the intended physical model was rendered and then projected as a
texture onto a model of the display surface. Finally, it re-rendered the
textured display surface model form the viewpoint of each display device
[RMGW98].
A potential application of Spatially Augmented Reality is demonstrated
in the project Shader Lamp. The idea is to replace a physical object -
with its inherent color, texture, and material properties - a neutral object
and projected imagery, reproducing the original or alternative appearance
directly on the object. A set of human-scaled display surfaces is used in
Being There to re-create real remote places, providing users with a
Figure 3-3 realistic sense of presence in the real places.
Shader Lamp (top) and
Being There (bottom)
3.4 Urban Planning Workbench
A similar kind of parallel digital/physical interaction is used in John
Underkoffler's Urban Planning Workbench (Urp) which was developed
at Tangible Media Group at MIT Media Lab [U199]. The Urp consists of
a table on which position tracked physical building models are placed. A
range of dynamic simulations including wind, sunlight, and traffic flow
are projected onto and around the models and are directly affected by
their physical positioning. The system allows a combined physical/digital
interaction. However it builds on this interaction technique in three
significant ways. First the physical building models are used as specific
representations of the digital building where is just a physical metaphor
or abstract handle through which to manipulate the digital model. Second,
The Urp uses the computer to simulate a physical system in real-time
allowing users to view the implications of a given urban configuration.
Finally, the digital model in the Urp is projected directly back onto the
physical model workspace at the same scale and position seamlessly 31
merging the two forms of representation to appear as two elements of the
same model (Figure 3-5).
2D3
CD
CLThe Urp has the general advantage over systems discussed here in that
C 
the user is not required to wear any specialized goggles, head-tracking
m
gear or use any peripheral equipment in order to manipulate the digital
and physical representations. This simplicity of approach means that it 3
could be widely adopted as a practical design tool.
However, as we discovered from working with the system in a number of
urban design teaching studios there are still a number of major
drawbacks. The fundamental drawback is that the physical model is only
tethered to the digital through visual tracking. The position and
orientation of the physical representation is sensed and the digital model
adjusted accordingly. Apart from this calibration of position there is no
interrelation between the digital and physical form. This means that the
user can only alter the relationships between forms and does not have the
ability to manipulate the forms themselves. If for example an urban
designer wished to view the results of increasing a building height by a
factor of two on the wind speed at ground level they must first alter the
physical model and then manually update the digital representation. It is
perhaps for this reason that the table as designed around the domain of
urban design where the relationships between building forms is more
important than the quality of the forms themselves as would be the case
at the architectural scale.
A second major drawback to the system is that while the physical model
exists in three dimensions the digital representation exists only in two.
Wind speeds are calculated for pedestrian level but this is not useful to
the designer if for example they need to calculate the wind loading at the
center of the fagade of a forty-story building. Because the system is Figure 3-5Tracked physical models (top) and
limited to two dimensions it does not allow for a site of non-planar Urp (bottom)
32 topography. Since almost all urban sites involve some change in
elevation this is another significant limitation in the system.
The Urp directly inspired this thesis project Illuminating Clay. We hope
to provide virtual design studios a new human-computer interface with
co-located tangible physical input and digital visual output. However we
also want to build a system that could use any arbitrary physical objects
and avoid the disadvantages of using tags or other augment physical
objects. The system could allow designers to interact with computational
simulation through intuitive manipulation of physical objects.
Furthermore, it could integrate multiple techniques and representations
and allows for easy transitions between them in the design process.
Chapter 4
Illuminating Clay
Illuminating Clay is a novel landscape design workbench that allows
designers to explore free-form physical models and simultaneously to
interact with computational information. The system relies on a
scanner/projector pair and combines real-time computational simulations
with physical landscape models. Furthermore it provides a virtual
platform integrating multiple design techniques and representations. This
chapter presents the system architecture and its implementation in the
iterative design process.
4.1 Iterative Design Scenarios
A group of road builders, environmental engineers, and landscape
designers stand at an ordinary table on which a clay model of an intended
site is placed. Their task is to design a housing community and provide
corresponding facilities, such as roads, public spaces and private gardens.
First, the landscape designers turn on the slope simulation that can help
them find the appropriate place to set building models where the slope is
lower than 10 percent. The designers then place the building models
along a contour line such that each can have a good view of the site.
Meanwhile, the shadow simulation shows a building standing in the
shadow of another. The designers move the models to avoid the shadow.
When the housing area has defined on the site, engineers bring up the
local drainage direction simulation. The simulation shows that a small
amount of water flows into the back of the building models. This may
cause damage to the foundation. The engineers then remove and flatten
part of the dirt to ensure the flow direction away from the buildings. Next,
the engineers run slope simulation indicating some less steep areas to
place roads. Therefore, the roads can be easily built and less cost.
Figure 4-2 The Control Window of Illuminating Clay
From left to right (Rotate 90): 3-D Viewing, Menu, and Simulation Control Windows
After these processes, engineers and designers bring up the cut-and-fill 35
simulation. The simulation shows that the total cut and the total fill are
not balanced on the site. The designers then add another public space in
3
front of the housing area to balance the cut and fill.
(0
These are possible scenarios in which Illuminating Clay could used in
the landscape design process. A general goal of Illuminating Clay is to
provide an interactive design environment for landscape architecture, in
which physical models virtually coexist with digital representations. We
study the conventional landscape design process and techniques, and
employ digital design media to facilitate this process without sacrificing
the intuitive and collaborative process of design.
4.2 Tangible User Interface
The tangible user interface is projected out into the workspace using
three projected graphical displays: the Simulation Window, the 3-D
Viewing Window, and the Control Window.
The Simulation Window containing the main analysis function is
projected down onto the surface of the physical clay model. Two sides of
the area around the clay model are illuminated with thumbnails from a
library of landscape analysis functions. Other two sides are illuminated
with sections corresponding to the red cut-line on the surface of the
model. The 3-D Viewing Window providing the human-scale perspective
is projected on the front wall (Figure 4-1).
The Control Window is used to define the parameters and properties in
the Simulation window and the 3-D Viewing Window. As shown in
Figure 4-2, the leftmost window is a simply duplicate of the window
projected on the physical model. It provides eight thumbnail windows Figure 4-1
around the main simulation windows, and vertical and horizontal The illuminated workspace with
sections corresponding to the cut point defined by the mouse cursor. The Simulation and 3-D Viewing windows
Figure 4-3
A DEM of Salt Lake City West, Utah
users can also define nine tags on the central window, which indicate
simulation values at corresponding points. The middle menu window
provides entries to start a simulation, switch a simulation, save and load a
simulation. The rightmost window combines the perspective view and
the control panels to set the properties of the current simulation including
a particular color space, range values, and initial parameters. An
additional slider bar is used to set the transparency properties for
simultaneously displaying two simulation images. This window also
contains sketch drawing panels.
4.3 Landscape Representations
The application domain of Illuminating Clay is landscape design. Before
discussing the system architecture and implementation, we introduce
several representations widely used in conventional landscape design.
4.3.1 The Digital Elevation Model
Among many formats of available geographical data, Digital Elevation
Model (DEM) is one of the most basic and widespread data types. DEM
data are digital representations of cartographic information in a raster
form, that consist of a sampled array of elevations for ground positions at
regularly spaced intervals.
Compared to other kinds of geographical data, the elevation of a site is
easy and cheap to measure. Elevation data can be directly measured by
theodolite, GPS, stereo aerial photographs, aeroplanes scanning, and
satellites scanning, as well as digitalized from contour lines on existing
paper maps. Then, DEMs are modeled into altitude matrices (Figure 4-3)
or Triangular Irregular Network (TIN) formats. The two formats are
inter-convertible and preferred by different analysis applications [BM98]
[DOO].
..... ..... ....
DEMs were originally used for computing orthophoto map, but now have 37
other many applications directly related to the landscapes and the
landscape design process, such as cut and fill problems in road design
and other architectural projects, 3-D display of landforms for landscape
design and planning, analysis of cross-country visibility, planning routes 0
of roads and locations of dams, statistical analysis and comparison of
different kinds of terrain, source data for derived maps, and data for
simulation models [BM98].
4.3.2 The Contour Map
Although the DEM is largely used as a convenient data type for
landscape design and digital simulations, the available DEM data are
precious. Obtaining high quality DEM data is even more difficult for
some international sites. In a site without DEM data, conventional
topographic maps become an important geospatial reference for
designers. The topographic map provides contour lines; each line
connects a series of points with equal elevation. Contour maps provide
spatial information for the site on plane (Figure 4-4).
In addition to indicating elevation information on 2-D maps, contour
maps can be used to generate DEMs. Creation of a DEM from a contour
map is a multiple step process. First, the raster elevation contours must -
be converted to vectors. Next, the vector contours must be tagged with
their corresponding elevation values. The tagged vector data is then
transferred to a superimposed grid by an interpolation algorithm. Finally,
the grid elevation values are written to some type of GIS format that can
be used by other applications [DTMM02]. Figure 4-4
A contour map of
New River Mesa, Arizona







The DEM representation contains limited information in addition to
elevation values. While useful for 3-D modeling and simulations, they do
not give geographic information about other objects in the landscape,
such as water, forests, and roads. Landscape designers often find it useful
to overlay other raster images on to DEMs. The multi-layered
information can be provided by aerial photographs, digital orthophoto
quadrangles (DOQ), and topographic maps.
A conventional perspective aerial photograph contains image distortions
caused by the tilting of the camera and terrain relief (Figure 4-5). It does
not have a uniform scale. Distances cannot be measure on an aerial
photograph like you can see on a map. The effects of tilt and relief are
removed from the aerial photograph by a mathematical process called
rectification. Those disadvantages of the aerial photograph cause
problems of alignment, obliqueness of images, and lighting distortion
when it is overlaid onto the site model.
An orthophoto looks similar to an aerial photograph, but it can be used
like a map. An orthophoto is a uniform-scale image (Figure 4-6). Since
an orthophoto has a uniform scale, it is possible to measure it directly
like on other maps. An orthophoto can easily serve as a base map onto
which other map information may be overlaid.
One of the most widely used map types is the topographic map (Figure
4-7). The feature that most distinguishes topographic maps from other
maps is the use of contour lines to portray the shape and elevation of the
land. Topographic maps render the three-dimensional ups and downs of
the terrain on a two-dimensional surface. Topographic maps usually
portray both natural and manmade features. They show and name works
of nature including mountains, valleys, plains, lakes, rivers, and
vegetation. They also identify the principal manmade works, such as
roads, boundaries, transmission lines, and major buildings. The wide
.. ....... .  ... .. . ............
range of information provided by topographic maps makes them
extremely useful when combined with DEMs.
4.4 System Architecture
The system architecture consists of a ceiling mounted laser
scanner/projector pair, a secondary projector used to cast a 3-D Viewing
Window on the wall, a physical clay mode with a supporting turntable,
and a dual processor Pentium III PC [PRIO2].
4.4.1 The Input Device
Illuminating Clay is an Augmented Reality system. The primary input
media is a free form physical clay onto which digital images are
projected. A Minolta VIVID 900 scanner is used to capture the geometry
of the model in real time.
The VIVID 900 uses the light-stripe method to emit a horizontal stripe
light through a cylindrical lens to the object. The reflected light from the
object is received by the Charge-Coupled Device (CDD), and then
converted by triangulation into distance information. This process is
repeated by scanning the stripe light vertically on the object surface
using a Galvano mirror, to obtain a 3-D image data of the object. In
addition, a color image of the object is also obtained by scanning the
CCD through a RGB filter while the stripe light is not emitted. A band
pass filter is used when stripe light is emitted (Figure 4-8) [Mvivid].
The stripe light is scanned on the CDD mage plane at two horizontal
lines per frame (FAST mode) or one horizontal line per frame (FINE
mode), and the CDD is driven so that the block readout start position is
shifted two lines per frame or one line per frame. Approximately 270
lines of the images are acquired in the FAST mode, while 600 lines are
emn b,..W 0 (..0. .. W.Y ,
Figure 4-8
Minolta VIVID 900 measure principle
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acquired in the FINE mode. The output signal from the CDD is then
converted into a digital signal, which is then subjected to digital signal
processing. The signal processed data is finally saved in the frame
memory [Mvivid].
4.4.2 The Output Device
We use an Epson PowerLite p810 LCD projector to cast the digital
information back on to the surface of the scanned physical model. The
LCD projection was found to cause less interference with the laser
scanner than compact mirror array projectors. We believe this is because
the mirror array projectors we tested cycle through the red, green and
blue portions of the spectrum causing interference with the red laser






The scanner is mounted on the ceiling with the emitting lens and
receiving lens facing down to the workspace. The vertical distance
between the scanner's lens and the turntable is about 2.2 meters, which is
limited by the maximum scanning distance of 2.5 meters.
We use an Epson Powerlite P810 projector is mounted beside the
scanner. The two devices are explicitly calibrated to scan and project
over an equal area (Figure 4-9, 4-10). The second LCD projector casts a
perspective view onto the wall in front of the workspace.
The physical workspace with the turntable contains no imbedded
electronic devices and need not calibrate with the ceiling architecture.
Consequently, the scanner/projector pair forms a self-contained I/O
device that can be easily installed above any desired workspace (Figure
4-1I, 4-12).
The scanner/projector pair is directly driven by a dual processor Pentium
III PC. The dual processors facilitate the multi-threading software system.
One thread contains the scanner's API that drives the scanning activities
and processes the raw data through a SCSI interface. The second thread
obtains the DEM data from the scanner's API, and then simulation
algorithms proceed to generate raster images. The third thread is signaled
by a user's request and processes user's interaction on the interface.
Separating works into multi-threads prevents most of CPU cycles from
being occupied by the scanning process, and prevents the simulating
process from being interrupted by frequent user interaction. The multi-
threading software system for the interactive interface is discussed with
more details later in this chapter.
4.5 Modularity with Layering
Landscape design like other physical design involves a variety of
techniques and representations in multiple stages. Illuminating Clay is
designed to support the iterative design process and a number of useful
landscape representations. To address this complexity and diversity the
software system is divided into multiple modules. Each module handles a
specific function; multiple techniques and representations encapsulated
in modules are interconnected by layering. The iterative design process is
represented by modules interacting on different layers of the software
level. Illuminating Clay currently consists of seven modules - Scan DEM,
Sketch DEM, Integrating DEM, Simulation, Freehand Sketch, Imaging,
and Projection. Each module corresponds to a particular system function.
Modules are separate but share standard PixelDEMData and
PixellmageData streams.
PixelDEMData represents 3-D geometry data, which contains an array of
elevation values in millimeters, a unit pixel distance, and two floating
numbers that indicate the maximum and minimum elevation values in the
array. PixelDEMData is compatible with the DEM, which is a
Figure 4-11




The illuminated workspace with
dynamic simulations
42 widespread standard data format being used in landscape design. The
compatibility of internal and external data types simplifies data sharing.
Illuminating Clay can conveniently input geographic data from various
sources, such as contour maps, DEMs, and digital models.
Another data type is PixelImageData. It represents a 2-D image in an
array of 32-bit pixels, containing 8-bit R, G, B, and Alpha values,
respectively. PixellmageData is the output from the Simulation,
Freehand Sketch, and Imaging modules, and finally projected on to the
physical model.
The modularity provides hard boundaries between system functions;
inter-module communication is supported by shared data streams. Each
module can be separately rewritten or further improved without affecting
the overall software structure. For example, the current Sketch DEM
module only provides primitive paint brush functions to increase or
decrease an elevation model. More drawing properties and pre-defined
landscape entities could be added into the module. Consequently, this
improvement requires no propagating effects to other modules.
An additional benefit gained from modularity is performance
improvement through parallel processing system functions. The multiple
system functions contained in separate modules can be easily put into
multiple user-level threads. The functions, such as scanning, simulating,
and user interaction, can be simultaneously processed.
In this section, we describe the design and implementation of each
individual module, inter-module communication in the scanning-
simulating pipeline, and the structure of Illuminating Clay's software
system. Three modules - Scan DEM, Sketch DEM, and Integrating DEM
- are responsible for modeling 3-D PixelDEMData. The Simulation
module computes the landscape analysis algorithms based on the
PixelDEMData and outputs the PixellmageData. Two modules -
Imaging and Freehand Sketching - provide functions to cope with 2-D
PixelImageData. Finally, the Projection module casts the 43
PixellmageData onto the physical environment.
4.5.1 Scan DEM Module
The Scan DEM module is implemented based on the VIVID Software
Development Kit II (SDK II) to drive the real-time modeling process
[Msdk]. The SDK II provides basic functions to remotely control the
VIVID 900 scanner and to convert VIVID raw data into 3-D data. The
Scan DEM module drives scan operations through a SCSI interface,
converts raw VIVID 900 data into the standard PixelDEMData, processes
a median filter to reduce the noise, and finally passing the result into the
Integrating DEM module.
Scan Operation
The Scan DEM module starts a scanning cycle by first initializing the
SCSI device with a function call to SDK's VividIISCSInitialize.
Following setting the SCSI interface, it specifies several scan mode
parameters, such as the auto focus range, the FAST/FINE scan mode, and
the laser power. Indicated by these scan modes, a function call to SDK's
VividIISCSIActiveAF can automatically refine the estimation of the
distance, and adjust the focus, the laser-scanning range, and the laser
power. During the Active AF process, the distance is more accurately
defined. The appropriate laser power is determined by projecting a laser
strip in a certain direction onto the object. Then, another function call
manually reduces laser power to 80 to minimize the image noise caused
by excessive laser strength. By using the pre-specified scan mode
parameters, the VividIISCSIRelease function performs the scan operation.
Finally, the VividIISCSIReadPitch function can read raw VIVID 900 data,
range data, from the scanner's image memory.
44 This scanning cycle is repeatedly performed at a rate of around 1Hz. The
image memory data is renewed when a release operation is issued and
retained until the next release operation. In the continuous scan operation,
the data in the image memory is correspondingly updated to record the
current modeling process. The VIVID 900 scanner can support two scan
modes, the FINE mode and the FAST mode. While it can gain 640 x 480
grid points in the FINE mode, the throughput drops down significantly to
0.25Hz. To achieve a fluent modeling process and real-time user
interaction, we use the FAST mode to gain 320 x 240 grid points with
each scan cycle. The rectangle grid data is then cut into a 240 x 240 grid
to fit the square workspace. This scan resolution defines the standard size
of the internal PixelDEMData that is used for inter-module
communication.
Data Conversion
The range data fetched from the scanner's image memory contains 3-D
information, but it is not described in the 3-D Cartesian coordinate
system yet. The VividlIConvertCdm2Raw3D function converts raw
VIVID 900 data to raster 3-D point data described in the 3-D Cartesian
coordinate. Each point contains three floating point numbers, x, y, and z
values of the 3-D coordinates. Meanwhile, the function performs a hole
filling operation to average x, y, and z values of neighbor points to
replace invalid points in the grid data.
The raster 3-D point data needs to be converted into the PixelDEMData
before being passed into the Integrating DEM module. The z values of
the raster 3-D points are aligned at the negative z direction of the
scanner's lens. To be compatible with the coordinate system based on the
physical turntable, the coordinate system is transformed with the origin
at the center of the turntable and the z axis pointing up in the direction of
the scanner. The x and y values of each of the 3-D points are simply
discarded; instead, a single floating value PixelDistance representing the
average distance on the x-y plane between two points in the grid data is 45
kept with the PixelDEMData. Therefore, the PixelDEMData is
compatible with the DEM data without losing a general measure on x-y
3distance. The PixelDistance provides the additional spatial reference on
x-y plane, which is required by some landscape analysis algorithms (see
Chapter 5). Additionally, both maximum and minimum z values in the
grid data are computed and saved along with the z-value grid.
Noise Reduction
A serious problem we later found in the Scan DEM module is that the
VIVID 900 scanner is unable to provide very stable data sets. Especially
in the continuous scan mode, the noise range is sometimes as high as 10
millimeters between two continuous scans on the same physical model.
We found that the laser power parameter significantly affects the amount
of noise level. The laser power corresponds to the amount of the light
strips emitted from the scanner and ranges 0 - 255 (0: laser off).
Basically, the higher the laser power, the easier the receiving lens can
capture the reflected light strips. However, the overload of the laser
power causes increasing of unstable data sets. With the Active AF, the
scanner automatically sets the laser power around 160. This is higher
than what is necessity to receive the reflection. Therefore, following the
Active AF, the Scan DEM module issues a function call to
VividlISCSIWriteParameter to manually reset the laser power parameter
as 80 (a value found through experience).
To further reduce the noise in each grid data, we added a median filter
after the raw VIVID 3-D data is translated into the PixelDEMData
(Figure 4-12). The median filter is a more robust than the mean filter
because an invalid z value in a neighborhood will not affect the median
value significantly. Furthermore, since the median is the value existing in Figure 4-13
the considered neighborhood block, no new z values are introduced, the Before (top) and after (bottom)
the median filter on PixelDEMData
46 media filter preserves sharper edges in the originally grid than a mean
filer.
For each point in the grid the median filter exam its nearby neighbors in
a 3 x 3 block to decide whether or not it is representative of its
surroundings. Instead of simply replacing the z value with the mean of
neighboring z values like in a mean filter, the median filter replaces the
point with the median of neighboring values. The median is calculated by
first sorting all nine z values in the block into numerical order and then
replacing the point under consideration with the middle z value. The
points on the edge of the grid are considered in a 2 x 3 block.
After reducing noise, the Scan DEM module outputs the PixelDEMData
into the Integrating DEM module that integrates the PixelDEMData with
those from other sources.
4.5.2 Sketch DEM Module
Modeling physical clay that is scanned by the VIVID 900 scanner is not
the only approach for digital modeling. Designers can also sketch
directly on top of physical models to add individual entities, such as
telephone poles, a house against a steep slope, or a high way through a
valley. The sketches usually represent uncertain ideas and are used to
compare with existing models. Therefore, these sketches temporarily
exist; they will be erased if they fail to satisfy the design requirements, or
further materialize the idea with physical model.
The conventional approach of sketching in the physical modeling stage is
to use a pencil to mark the locations of intended entities onto the surfaces
of the model. However, the 2-D representation of pencil sketching
conveys little 3-D quality, and spatial properties of the intended entities
have to be mentally rendered on the surfaces. An attempt to physically
construct sketches could be too time-consuming. The physical models 47
are not easily subject to change.
E
The Sketch DEM module is designed to address this problem. The
module provides a simple 3-D painting program that allows designers to
draw entities with a pre-defined z value directly onto existing surfaces of
the model.
The interface of the painting program consists of three controllers: a
slider bar to define the size of the paint brush in pixels, a secondary
slider bar to specify the elevation value that the paint brush affects, and a
3-entry button to indicate the mode of the paint brush.
The size of the paint brush can be defined in the range of one pixel to ten
pixels. Then each of the following sketches created with the mouse
cursor changes the modeling surfaces according to the size of the paint
brush. While the mouse cursor only defines the paint brush on the x-y
plane, an elevation parameter input from the secondary slider bar
specifies the z value that the paint brush will increase/decrease the
elevation values of the surfaces of the model. The third controller
indicates whether the paint brush increases, decreases, or erases the
surface. A 5-pixel paint brush in the increasing mode with an elevation
value of 5 millimeters, for example, a mouse click on the physical
surface increase the z values of 5 x 5 pixel block of its existing
PixelDEMData.
The sketching is recorded in a 240 x 240 PixelDEMData, which is
separate from other modules' PixelDEMData. Therefore, the previous
modeling state can be easily recovered by simply removing the layer of
sketching PixelDEMData. The Sketch DEM module simulates the
conventional design approach of freehand sketching, but simultaneously
and efficiently constructs spatial information without the overhead of
physical modeling. The module finally outputs the PixelDEMData into
Figure 4-14
Integrating a DEM file (top) on top of
the scanned model (middle) results
overlapping PixelDEMData (bottom)
the Integrating DEM module that will combine it with other
PixelDEMData.
4.5.3 Integrating DEM Module
The Integrating DEM module provides three basic functions: (1) import
external DEMfiles in ASCII or 8-bit images; (2) overlay the external and
internal PixelDEMData from previous modules (Figure 4-14); (3) save
the current modeling stage in a PixelDEMData file.
The Integrating DEM module supports one of the DEM formats -
discrete altitude matrix, which is naturally compatible with the range
image obtained from the VIVID 900 scanner. The discrete altitude matrix
is a point image method that represents the surface by a number of points,
each containing a single elevation value. Another DEM format, TIN, can
be converted into grid DEM format before imported.
When loading a DEM image, the module asks the user to identify the
lowest and the highest elevation values on the image, and the length and
width of the site. The DEM image may be rectangle, but it is finally
trimmed into 240 x 240 grid data. Each pixel in the DEM image is
represented by an 8-bit digit. The module extracts the maximum and the
minimum pixel values, linearly interpolates all the other pixels values,
and rescales those 8-bit values into floating numbers in the range defined
by the user. Based on the length and width of the imported site, A
PixelDistance is also computed and saved along with the PixelDEMData.
We have introduced multiple 3-D modeling techniques on the
Illuminating Clay interface - scanning and sketching. Designers can use
arbitrary types of modeling materials, the physical models on the
turntable are then scanned by VIVID 900. Also they can draw 3-D
entities directly upon the physical surfaces. Additionally, existing
elevation data and previous saved digital models can be imported. The
Scan DEM module, the Sketch DEM module, and the Integrating DEM 49
module all output separate PixelDEMData. Since the internal data are
identically a 240 x 240 grid and each floating value corresponds to an
3
elevation value in millimeters, the alignment issues are simplified.
Combining multiple PixelDEMData is simply to compute the summation 0
of z values at each individual point.
The Integrating DEM module can save the current merged
PixelDEMData in an ASCII file. The file in turn can be reloaded and
merged with a later state. The merged PixelDEMData finally is output
into the simulation process.
4.5.4 Simulation Module
The Simulation module implements a Simulator. The Simulator provides
the interface for all simulation processes to interact with other system
modules. When a new simulation process starts, the Simulator issues
initSimulation to initialize the data used in the particular simulation
algorithm. A user-level thread drives each simulation process. The
process consumes the PixelDEMData output from the Integrating DEM
module, calls nextSimulation to compute the simulation algorithm based
on the current PixelDEMData, and then returns the result. When
switching or stopping the current simulation, the Simulator issues an
endSimulation call to eliminate the simulation process and clean up the
corresponding memory. The landscape analysis algorithm is discussed in
the next chapter.
A simulation process returns a PixelDEMData that on longer represent
elevation values, instead results of landscape analysis corresponding to
the grid points, such as steepness, curvature, and shadow. Before the
result can be displayed by the Projection module, it needs to be
visualized in a raster image represented by a PixellmageData.
50 The color conversion algorithm provides sixteen color spaces. Each color
space is described in 64 color entries. Each color entry contains three
floating-point values in the range 0-1, representing R, G, B values,
respectively.
First, a PixelDEMData of the simulation result is rescaled in the range of
0-255 floating-point values. Then, the new floating-point values are
mapped into the range of 0-63, corresponding to the 64 color entries in a
color space. Next, the integer part of the value is used to fetch two
adjacent color entries from a user-defined color space, and the decimal
part is used to interpolate the two color entries. Finally, the results are
concatenated to describe a RGB value. For example, X is a floating-point
value in 0-63. Int(X) represents the integer part of X and Dec(X)
represents the decimal part. Then the color value of a point is
Color[Int(X)] + Dec(X) * (Color[Int(X) +1] - Color[Int(X)]).
The Simulation module output the PixelImageData corresponding to the
simulation result in a raster image format.
4.5.5 Freehand Sketching Module
The Freehand Sketching module provides a similar interface to the
Sketch DEM module. Designers are able to use the mouse to draw
entities directly upon the physical surface. Instead of creating a
PixelDEMData, the Freehand Sketching module produces raster 2-D
image PixellmageData. It allows designers to mark key points on 3-D
models, which can be easily cleaned up from the surfaces later.
The interface contains a slider bar to define the size of the paint brush, a
secondary slider bar to define the alpha value of the sketched image, a
button to specify the current color, and a selection button to set the mode
as painting or erasing. The module creates a new PixellmageData in a
240 x 240 grid to record painting activities. The alpha value instructs
how the PixellmageData overlaid with the PixellmageData output from
the Simulation module and the Imaging module.
4.5.6 Imaging Module
As discussed early in this chapter, overlaying raster images on top of 3-D
models creates multi-layered information. The Imaging module provides
basic functions to import raster images and superimposes them with
internal PixellmageData.
An image for input must be explicitly trimmed into a square with a
particular orientation. Then Imaging module simply maps the image onto
the physical model with no further alignment issues. Although the input
image can be any size, it will be finally reformatted to a 240 x 240 32-bit
grid PixellmageData to match the internal image format. While
importing an image, the user needs to specify an alpha value on the
interface, which instructs the composition algorithm to create a merged
PixellmageData (Figure 4-15).
Compositing multiple PixellmageData uses an alpha blending algorithm.
The PixellmageData implements non-premuliplied alphas, in which a
pixel contains 8-bit R, G, B, alpha values, respectively. The formula of
the compositing operation is
Cresu = Alphaforeground * Coreground +(1 - A lphaforeground C background
The image from the Simulation module is the lowest layer whose alpha
value is always one. Then, the Sketching image and the imported image
are added upon with user-defined alpha values. As a result, a single
merged PixellmageData is ready to be projected back into the physical
workspace.
Figure 4-15
overlapping an aerial photograph (top)
on the DEM simulation (middle) results
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Figure 4-16 Inter-module communication in multiple processes
4.5.7 Projection Module
The Projection module drivers three projectors to cast the Simulation
Window, the 3-D Viewing Window, and the Control Window back on to
the physical environment. This module also provides image rotation and
flipping functions. The PixellmageData of the Simulation Window may
be rotated corresponding to the orientation of the table.
4.5.8 Layering and Inter-Module Communication
Layering the output data from each module is an important technique to
interconnect multiple modules. Meanwhile, the modules are contained by
multiple-threading (Figure 4-16).
The Illuminating Clay software consists of three processes - the real-
time 3-D modeling process, the 2-D visualization process, and the user
interaction process. This 3-D modeling process contains the Scan DEM
module, the Sketch DEM module, and the Integrating DEM module. The
process digitalizes spatial information from a various sources, such as
physical model, sketches, and files. The visualization process contains
the Simulation module, the Freehand Sketching module, and the Imaging
module. The second process computes the landscape simulations and
produces projecting 2-D image information. The user interaction process
waits and listens to the user activities upon the interface and processes
the user input.
The multithreading program is critical to efficiently processing multiple
system functions in parallel. Otherwise, the system performance will be
subject to frequent I/O interruptions in the Scan DEM module and the
overhead of complex computation in the Simulation module. Before
system functions implemented in multiple processes, for example, the
mouse cursor was updated almost by one second on the display because
54 the CPU is frequently interrupted by the scanner and has to wait for the
scanning process to finish the data transaction.
A challenge with the multithread system is to support safe
synchronization as well as efficient collaboration. We design modules to
output and update separate memories that are later combined to a global
shared memory. During the merging of the separate data, the global
shared memory is temporarily locked to avoid simultaneously memory
writing by two processes. A PixelDEMData merged from the Scan DEM
module, the Sketch DEM module, and the integrating DEM module is
output into the Simulation module that in turn produce a PixellmageData
merged with the data from the Freehand Sketching module and Imaging
module.
The multiple modules in one process are layered. Layering can
conveniently combine the output from separate modules. For example,
the Sketch DEM module can build 3-D models directly on top of digital
models. The layer of sketched models can also be easily removed
without updating digital models. In the visualization process, an aerial
photograph is kept in a separated layer and combined with the simulation
result to project onto the physical model. However, when the design
process iterates back on to the modeling stage, the imported image can
be easily hided or erased from the surface of the model. Moreover, the
sketched image can be edited or partially erased without changing data
on other layers.
4.6 Spatial Navigation
This section presents the virtual camera and fly-through functions for
spatial navigation on the Illuminating Clay interface. Since the physical
models on the entire working space is scanned in real time, Illuminating
Clay is able to provide efficient interactive viewing functions without
significantly increasing computational complexity. The 3-D digital
model is described in PixelDEMData. To rendering a perspective view,
we need to construct a digital model described in polygon mode from the
girded elevation values.
4.6.1 Virtual Camera
Due to its limited scale, the physical model cannot convey a human-scale
perspective view in the real site. Designers can find it is useful to place a
handheld video camera on the physical model to simulate and display the
perspective view. Another technique is to digitize the entire physical
model and rendering it with a rendering program, such as, Maya and 3D
Studio Max.
We provide a simple perspective viewing function in Illuminating Clay,
which is updated in real time with the modeling process (Figure 4-17).
Since the physical model has been entirely digitalized in the Scan DEM
module, generating a corresponding digital model is just to construct
polygons by defining the discrete elevation points in the PixelDEMData.
Meanwhile, the texture mapping can take advantage of the
PixellmageData output from the Image module. Furthermore, the
rendering process needs to build the view frustum with user-defined view
and look-at points, and then transform the polygons from the modeling
space to the camera space.
A mouse click on the physical model is used to define the eye position
and the look-at point automatically follows the movement of the mouse
cursor on the physical surface. In a conventional rendering program, z
values and a viewing frustum also need to be defined. To simplify the
progress, we define a default camera frustum with the angle of 90
degrees and set z values with a human-scale height above the landscape
surface. Through experiencing the virtual camera we found it is in the
similar manner in which a person intuitively observes a real space. The
Figure 4-17
The virtual camera in Illuminating Clay
56 perspective rendering is finally projected on the wall behind the physical
workspace.
4.6.2 Perspective Flythrough
The perspective flythrough function allows designers to define a critical
path on the physical model for walking through the virtual space. Like in
the virtual camera, the z values along the path correspond to the
elevation of the model. The fly through simulates the scene in which a
person walk on the surface of the site. A series of points can be defined
on the x-y plane, but simply connecting those points with line segments
will result in a jagged path. We implement Lagrange interpolation
method to use a polynomial to interpolate those point values. If there are
N points, a polynomial of degree N-I can be found that will pass through
all the points. The Lagrange polynomials provide a convenient way to
solving the simultaneous equations that result from requiring the
polynomials to pass through the defined points. The interpolation
formula is
N (x - x )
f~x= ~x)P'(),then Pt (x) = x
in which f(x,) are the defined point values of the function and f(x) is




Illuminating Clay provides powerful spatial analysis functions in the
freehand modeling stage and encourages designers to intuitively
understand the complex mathematical models. This chapter introduces
spatial analysis algorithms implemented in Illuminating Clay. A spatial
surface in landscape design can be described by the TIN model and the
altitude matrix. The later that Illuminating Clay uses as PixelDEMData
is convenient for image and spatial analysis. A major advantage with
raster based representation is that mathematical operations can be
separately performed on each small cell as well as the whole image, and
then we can sum the results of all cells. Another advantage of this
approach is that the continuous surface model is directly represented with
grid points. Therefore, some spatial functions such as surface
differentiation and smoothing can be easily computed on PixelDEMData.
However, the grid-based approach is only an approximate representation
of the continuous surface.
The analysis functions implement Simulator interface that inputs
PixelDEMData and compute a new value for a given cell with respect to
the attributes of cells within the certain spatial neighborhood. The
neighborhood is usually square. In a given algorithm, the cell size is
fixed and uniform over the whole domain of the interest.
While the elevation information is crucial to describe a spatial surface or
simulate its physical behaviors, some analysis also need to refer the
distance properties on the plane or a particular object specified by x and
y location. However, we assume that a DEM represents a surface model
in evenly distributed grids, recording each point in (x, y, z)
representation seems redundant. Instead each PixelDEMData contains a
PixelDistance that represents the density of the grid.
5.1 DEM
Figure 5-1
DEM analysis in Illuminating Clay
for each pixel [i, j] in PixelDEMData
do DEM[i, j] +- PixelDEMData[i, j]
If PixelDEMData[i, j] > maxZ
then DEM[i, j] +- maxZ
if PixelDEMData[i, j] < minZ
then DEM[i, j] +- minZ
Figure 5-2
The DEM algorithm
The DEM simulation provides designers quantitative sense of elevation
information of landscape surface. Since PixelDEMData represents a
continuous surface in a grid of points, the simulation is straightforward -
mapping the discrete points into a specific color space. As shown in
Figure 5-1, the red pixels represent higher values of elevation while the
blue pixels represent lower values.
Given a PixelDEMData input, designers may be interested in a particular
range of elevations on the surface. They can then specify a maximum
and a minimum z values. Consequently, the algorithm ignores the
elevations of PixelDEMData that is higher than the maximum z as well
as that is lower than the minimum z (Figure 5-2).
5.2 Shadow
Sunlight and daylight is one of the most important references when
designers evaluate the intended design. It has directly implications to the
quality of the life in the architectural and urban spaces as well as to the
energy saving environment. One common method to study sunlight and
daylight in an intended design is to use computer rendering techniques to
directly cast shadow onto the digital model. The digital model used in the
rendering algorithm usually corresponds to a vector-based polygon
model. However, due to the discontinuity feature of DEM, the standard
computer rendering technique cannot be applied to DEM.
The shadow casting algorithm based on a DEM was addressed by Carlo
Ratti in his PhD thesis [RO1]. The approach is to compute shadow
volumes, that is, the upper surface of the volume of air that is in the
shadow. This can be done by repeatedly shifting the DEM with reducing
its height (Figure 5-3). The algorithm is very simple and impressively
fast. The running time corresponds to the number of pixels of the DEM
Figure 5-3
Shadow analysis in Illuminating Clay
rather than the complexity of the model. The shadow simulation provides
real-time shadow casting with the changing DEM.
Instead of computing the shadow with an arbitrary lighting angle, the
algorithm adds a pre-process to calculate the sun position given specific
latitude, day of year, and time of day. The task of converting latitude,
time of year, and time of day into altitude and azimuth of the sun has
been carried out in this case by a subroutine. This subroutine - however
elaborate it might be - is not novel, as it codes well-established
astronomical data [M97].
To compute shadow volumes, we start by defining the three components
of a vector pointing towards the sun. Then we compute the components
of an opposite vector, scaled it so that the larger of the x and x
components is just 1 pixel, and the z component is adjusted to the image
calibration. If we translate the DEM by the x and y components, and
simultaneously reduce its height by subtracting the z component, we get
part of the shadow volume. If we continue translating and lowering by
multiples of this vector, and take the maximum of this volume with that
previously calculated, we build up the whole shadow volume. The
process can be stopped when all levels are zero, or the translation has
shifted the volume right off the image (Figure 5-4, 5-5, 5-6).
5.3 Shadow Sum
Shadow sum simulates the accumulative sunlight in a day. Similar to the
shadow simulation, shadow sum computers shadow volume, but is much
computational expensive. The shadow sum algorithm simply increases a
particular interval of the time (1 hour in Figure 5-7), and uses the solar
position algorithm to computer the position of the sun at any time in a
day. Then it computers the shadow simulation on each of the time
interval, and merges the shadow volumes in all time intervals by
choosing the top surface (Figure 5-8).
Figure 5-4
To cast shadows on a DEM: repeatedly
translate the original urban profile (top)
with a simultaneous reduction of its
height (middle) to detect the shadow
volume (bottom) [RO1]
Figure 5-5
Shadow casting on a London DEM
Sun: azimuth=30, altitude=30 [RO1]
60 azimuth <- solar azimuth(altitude, year, day, time)
altitude 4- solar altitude(altitude, year, day, time)
step <- 1
While (above the ground level) and (inside the image)
do initialize shadow[i, j] all zeros
assume below the ground level
if (PI/4 azimuth P1*3/4) or (Pl*5/4 azimuth P1*7/4)
then dy <- sign(sin(azimuth)) * step
dx <- -sign(cos(azimuth)) * abs(round(step/tan(azimuth))
ds <- abs(1/sin(azimuth))
else dy <- sign(sin(azimuth)) * abs(round(step/tan(azimuth))
dx <- -sign(cos(azimuth)) * step
ds <- abs(1/cos(azimuth))
dz <- ds * step * tan(altitude) * pixelDistance
xc1 <- ((dx+abs(dx)) /2) + 1; xc2 <- (imageWidth + (dx-abs(dx)) /2)
ycl <- ((dy+abs(dy)) /2) + 1; yc2 <- (imageHeight + (dy-abs(dy)) /2)
xpl <- xpl - ((dx-abs(dx)) /2) - 1; xp2 <- (imageWidth - (dx+abs(dx)) /2)
ypl <- ypl - ((dy-abs(dy)) /2) - 1; yp2 <- (imageHeight - (dy+abs(dy)) /2)
differX 4- xc1 -xpl; differY <- ycl -ypl
for each pixel [i, j] of i <- ypl-1 to yp2-1 and j <- xpl-1 to xp2-1
do if PixelDEMData[(i+differY), (j+differY)]-dz < 0
then shadow[i, j] <- 0
else shadow[i, j] 4- PixelDEMData[(i+differY), (j+differY)]-dz
for each pixel [i, j] of the image
do if SHADOWVOLUME[i, j] < shadow[i, j]
then SHADOWVOLUME[i, j] <- shadow[i, j]
above the ground level <- true
step <- step + 1
end while
Figure 5-6 The Shadow algorithm
Initialize shadowVolume
for each hour h in a day
do azimuth 4- solarazimuth(altitude, year, day, h)
altitude <- solaraltitude(altitude, year, day, h)
if altitude > 10 rads
then shadowVolume <- shadowVolume + shadowsimulationo
return shadowVolume
Figure 5-8 The Shadow Sum algorithm
5.4 Slope
When planning on building a house on a mountain, designers would like
to know where the flattest parts lie on the site. The slope simulation that
computes first order derivatives of the surface provides a general
overview of the steepness (Figure 5-9).
Because the PixelDEMData is mathematically continuous, it is in
principle possible to derive the mathematical derivatives at any locations.
In practice, because the surface has been discretized, the derivatives are
approximated by computing differences within a square filter. Slope is
defined by a plane tangent to the surface as modeled by the DEM at any
given point and comprises two components namely, gradient, and
maximum rate of change of altitude, and aspect, and the compass
direction of this maximum rate of change [E77].
The derivatives of the hypsometric curve are computed locally for each
pixel on the PixelDEMData within a 3 x 3 cell window; the cell
successively moved over the map. The slope value computed by using a
second order finite difference algorithm fitted to the four closest
neighbors in the window [FT79]. This algorithm significantly reduces the
errors in slope caused by the errors in the elevation model. First, we
calculate partial differentiation along two directions,
8z cell[6] - cell[4] z cell[2] - cell[8]
2d (y 2d
Then the tan of slope at center point is [( )2 + )2 ] (Figure 5-10).
Figure 5-7
Shadow Sum analysis in
Illuminating Clay
Figure 5-9
Slope analysis in Illuminating Clay
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a cell centered at [i, j] in PixelDEMData
for each pixel [i, j] in PixelDEMData
do for each pixel [k, m] in the 3x3 cell centered at [i, j]
do if [k, m] inside the PixelDEMData
then cell[k*3+m] <- PixelDEMData[(i+m-1), (j+k-1)]
else cell[k*3+m] <- 0
diff1 <- (-cell[1]-2*cell[2]-cell[7]+cell[3] + 2*cell[6] + cell[9]) / 8
diff2 <- (cell[1]+2*cell[2]+cell[3]-cell[7] - 2*cell[8] - cell[9]) / 8
SLOPE[i, j] <- sqrt(diff1*diff1 + diff2*diff2)*100 / PixelDistance
Figure 5-10 The Slope algorithm
for each pixel [i, j] in PixelDEMData
do for each pixel [k, m] in the 3x3 cell centered at [i, j]
do if [k, m] inside the PixelDEMData
then cell[k*3+m] <- PixelDEMData[(i+m-1), (j+k-1)]
else cell[k*3+m] <- 0
diff1 <- (-cell[1]-2*cell[2]-cell[7]+cell[3] + 2*cell[6] + cell[9])
diff2 <- (cell[1]+2*cell[2]+cell[3]-cell[7] - 2*cell[8] - cell[9])
if diff2 = 0
then if diff1 0
then ASPECT[i, j] <- PI * 0.5
else ASPECT[i, j] <- Pl * 0.5
else if (abs(diff2) / diff2) >= 0
then ASPECT[i, j] <- 270 - 18
else ASPECT[i, j] <- 270 - 18
0/Pl*(atan(diffl /diff2))
0/Pl*(atan(diffl /diff2)+PI)
Figure 5-12 The Aspect algorithm
5.5 Aspect
The concept of aspect is inseparable with the slop in a physical as well as 0n
an analytical perspective. Because surfaces exhibit slopes, the slope
oriented in a particular direction, called the aspect. The aspect is also
computed from the first order derivatives of the surface (Figure 5-11).
Given an input of PixelDEMData, the algorithm again performs an
analysis throughout the entire map with respect to a 3 x 3 cell. The aspect
value computed by using a second order finite difference algorithm fitted
to the four closest neighbors in the window [FT79]. Like in slope, the
algorithm first computes partial differentiation along two axes,
& cell[6] - cell[4] & cell[2] - cell[8]
8x 2d 8y 2d
Figure 5-11
Then the result of the aspect comes in degrees of 0 - 360 (Figure 5-12). Aspect analysis in Illuminating Clay
tan A = -(-) /( )
x Sy
5.6 Plane Curvature
The slope and aspect are sufficient for many purposes, being the first two
derivatives of the altitude surface or hypsometric curve, but for
geomorphologic analysis, the second differentials convexity are also
useful. Plane curvature is the rate of change of slope along a contour,
measured in the unit of radians per millimeter. It measures the tendency
of water to converge in valleys or diverge on ridges (Figure 5-13).
The algorithm takes the input PixelDEMData and applies third-order
finite difference estimator using all eight outer points of the 3 x 3
window [H81] (Figure 5-14). Figure 5-13
Plane Curvature analysis in
Illuminating Clay
64 for each pixel [i, j] in PixelDEMData
do for each pixel [k, m] in the 3x3 cell centered at [i, j]
do if [k, m] inside the PixelDEMData
then cell[k*3+m] & PixelDEMData[(i+m-1), (j+k-1)]
else cell[k*3+m] *- 0
dd *- ((cell[3]+cell[5])*0.5 - cell[4]) / (pixelDistance*pixelDistance)
ee *- ((cell[1 ]+cell[7])*0.5 - cell[4]) / (pixelDistance*pixelDistance)
ff <- (-cell[0]+cell[2]+cell[6]-cell(8]) / (pixelDistance*pixelDistance*4*4)
gg <- (-cell[3]+cell[5]) * 0.5 / (pixelDistance*pixelDistance)
hh <- (cell[1]-cell[7]) * 0.5/ (pixelDistance*pixelDistance)
PLANE[i, j] <- 2.0*(dd*gg*gg + ee*hh*hh + ff*gg*hh) / (gg*gg + hh*hh)
Figure 5-14 The Plane Curvature algorithm
for each pixel [i, j] in PixelDEMData
do for each pixel [k, m] in the 3x3 cell centered at [i, j]
do if [k, m] inside the PixelDEMData
then cell[k*3+m] < PixelDEMData[(i+m-1), (j+k-1)]
else cell[k*3+m] <- 0
dd <- ((cell[3]+cell[5])*0.5 - cell(4]) / (pixelDistance*pixelDistance)
ee <- ((cell[1]+cell[7])*0.5 - cell[4]) / (pixelDistance*pixelDistance)
ff *- (-cell[0]+cell[2]+Cell[6]-cell[8]) / (pixelDistance*pixelDistance*4*4)
gg *- (-cell[3]+cell[5]) * 0.5 / (pixelDistance*pixelDistance)
hh <- (cell[1]-cell[7]) * 0.5 / (pixelDistance*pixelDistance)
PROFILE[i, j] <- -2.0*(dd*hh*hh + ee*gg*gg + ff*gg*hh) / (gg*gg + hh*hh)
Figure 5-16 The Profile Curvature algorithm
THRESHOLD +- 0.8
for each pixel [i, j] in PixelDEMData
do interval +- floating part of PixelDEMData[i, j]
if interval > THRESHOLD)
then CONTOUR[i, j] <- line
else CONTOUR[i, j] - black
Figure 5-18 The Contour algorithm
D = [(cell[4] + cell[6]) /2 -cell[5] ]d 2
E = [(cell[2] + cell[8]) 2 - cell[5]] d 2
F = (-cell[1] + cell[3] + cell[7] - cell[9]) / 4d 2
G = (-cell[4] + cell[6]) / 2d
H = (cell[2] - cell[8]) / 2d
planeCurvature = 2 * (DG 2 + EH 2 + FGH)/(G 2 + H 2)
5.7 Profile Curvature
Profile curvature is the rate of change of aspect along a flow line, again
with units of radians per millimeter. It measures the rate of change of
potential gradient which is closely related to flow acceleration and
deceleration and influences soil erosion and deposition (Figure 5-15).
Again, the algorithm applies third-order finite difference estimator using
all eight outer points of the 3 x 3 window (Figure 5-16) [H8 1].
profileCurvature = -2* (DH 2 + EG2 - FGH) (G 2 + H 2)
_ 
Figure 5-15
Profile Curvature analysis in
Illuminating Clay
5.8 Contour
A contour line represents all points that occur at the same elevation in
topographic contexts. The general term for lines connecting points of
equal statistical value is isarithm. The top view of isarithms appears as a
series of semiparallel lines. Theses lines are closed if they surround a
topographic form, such as a hill; otherwise continuous until reaching the
edges of the map. Contour map is especially useful when designers want
to observe specific patterns and shapes based on the type of topography
encountered. In Figure 5-17, for example, the V shape of the contour
lines represents stream valleys. Moreover, the density of the contour
lines shows the steepness of the slope, and also the vertical distance
between lines. We define a fixed contour interval to divide or quantize
Figure 5-17
Contour analysis in Illuminating Clay
66 the change in z value (Figure 5-18). Therefore, the person viewing the
map can easily tell a set difference in elevation indicated by each contour
line.
5.9 LDD Network
The traditional technique to analyze drainage network is a laborious
work, which is roughly judged by eye on aerial photographs. Even on
very detailed topographical maps, the drainage network represented by
blue lines may seriously underestimate the actual pattern of all potential
water courses. The Local-Drain-Direction (LDD) network is important
properties of real landscapes that help designers in understanding of
material flows. The LDD algorithm automatically derives drainage
network from the PixelDEMData model (Figure 5-19).
Basically, the flow of material over a grid surface is determined by the
steepest downhill direction in a 3 x 3 window of cells. Consequently, the
flow direction is automatically discretized into units of 45 degrees. The
algorithm computes a new attribute of flow direction by taking eight
different directional values expressed as degrees. This results the new
grid overlay that is so-called local drain directions. Each cell contains a
directional type integer of value flow direction,
LDD = c I max 1-8 {W IZ# - Zi±i±I }
Figure 5-19
The LDD Network analysis in in which the distance W is 1 for NSEW neighbors and I / F2 for
Illuminating Clay diagonals [M96].
5.10 Cut and Fill
Elevation model can be applied for another set of problems related to the
volume of material related to cutting and filling as in removing ore and
backfilling to produce a flat surface during reclamation activities. Cut
and Fill requires the knowledge of two states of the physical model,
which represent two separate surfaces, a top and a bottom, and produces
difference values for both surfaces to determine the volumes. An initial
state is recorded as the simulation starts and kept in a separate
PixelDEMData. During the scanning process, the second PixelDEMData
recording the current state of the physical model is dynamically updated
and compared with the initial DEM (Figure 5-20).
To obtain a variable height value, the algorithm simply subtracts the
initial elevation (Ei) values from the second PixelDEMData (Ec). A
negative differencing value corresponds that the surface is flatten from
the initial state, and a positive differencing value corresponds the
increase of the surface elevation from the initial state. The algorithm then
uses the PixelDistance (d ) to compute the volumes at each cell. The
differencing volumes at each cell are integrated over the grid to produce
the total cut and fill information on the site,
Cut = Z(Ei-Ec)*d2  Fill = 1(Ec - Ei)* d2
Ec<Ei Ec>Ei
Figure 5-20
Cut and Fill analysis in
Illuminating Clay
5.11 Viewshed
The Viewshed processes visibility and invisibility analysis, i.e., if you
are located at a particular point on the surface, there are portions of the
terrain you can see and others you cannot see (Figure 5-21).
The Viewshed algorithm is rather fast and produces good results on
fragmented and discontinuous PixelDEMData. The algorithm that has
originally been developed in [RO1] is based on the adaptation of the
shadow casting routine described in section 5.2. Recall the procedure to
cast shadows on a PixelDEMData, based on the computation of the
shadowing volume. The latter was obtained with iterative shifting of the




68 of the separation surface between shadow and light under a beam of
parallel rays.
The Viewshed algorithm works fundamentally in the same way, although
light rays are now not parallel but divergent. It is like having a light bulb
at a certain position in the city and projecting rays all around. Then, the
Viewshed is simply the collection of all illuminated areas.
To simulate divergent light rays on a PixelDEMData, while parallel rays
require iterative shifting, the divergent rays can be simulated by
recursively applying a polar deformation to the PixelDEMData. This
subroutine is called "polar deformation." The operation can be
implemented by transforming the matrix coordinates of the
PixelDEMData into polar coordinates centred at the vantage point,
(radius r and angle 0), applying a radius increase dr, and going back to
image co-ordinates.
This "polar deformation" subroutine allows the same structure of the
shadow-casting algorithm to remain unchanged. As in the shadowing
algorithm, the detection of the points, where the height of the shadowing
volume is higher than the height of the PixelDEMData, allows the
identification of shadows. All other points are those illuminated by the
imaginary light bulb: they constitute the Viewshed from the given
vantage point.
When addressing pedestrian movement, the Viewshed should be
calculated from a man's eye height. Because all buildings are higher than
that level, however, results would be the same by calculating the
Viewshed from a vantage point on the ground. In this case the same
algorithm described above can be used, or alternatively a slightly
modified and faster version. The latter avoids the calculation of the
shadowing volume and simply relies on the polar deformation of the
image and its repeated intersection with its pre-deformed condition. This
process progressively "kills" all rays obstructed by buildings. Distance 69
from the vantage point can also be encoded on this 2D image.
The Viewshed at ground level is always a connected polygon.
Conversely, in three dimensions, disconnected regions appear. In that _
case a distinction is made between the area connected to the vantage




Conclusions and Future Work
This thesis has described the design and implementation of Illuminating
Clay. This project has met the initial aim of combining physical and
computational representations in a single design environment. It has
shown its potential advantages of integrating multiple techniques and in
the iterative design process.
6.1 Physical Input into Digital System
The physical clay model conveys spatial relationships and makes use of
the designers' inherent abilities to manipulate form by using the hands.
Meanwhile, the 3-D laser scanner is able to capture the changing
geometries in real time and avoids non-intuitive and time-consuming
digital modeling tasks on conventional CAD tools. This real-time
mapping from physical to digital representations allows designers to
intuitively and directly manipulate computational information (Figure 6-
1, 6-2).
One of the main advantages of Illuminating Clay over previous systems
is that it allows designers to use any arbitrary physical objects, forms, or
materials as input into the digital system. In most physical/digital
systems, physical modeling devices are allowed on particular
representations - Frazer's Universal Constructor uses circuit embedded
blocks and Underkoffler's Urp uses tagged building models. While these
tools are powerful on their specific application domains, we want to
explore more general physical modeling devices that can be chosen by
designers according to the particular design qualities and constraints
rather than restricted by tools they use. We have experienced various
physical modeling objects, such as clay, Lego, sand, wood and card
Figure 6-2
Free-form physical clay (top) and
real-time digitized model (bottom)
Project real-time computational analyis
on to the physical surface - 2.5-D
Future work: allow changing geometry,
interact with computational information through
intuitive manipulation of physical models
Figure 6-1 The iterative design process in illuminating Clay
blocks, on the Illuminating Clay interface. Objects from designers' 73
physical creative space are directly merged with computational space.
0
C)Furthermore, Illuminating Clay allows geometries and continuous
0
surfaces to interface with the computer. The digital system describes
objects in fundamentally different way in which we observe and feel the
physical world. We describe the physical environment as a composition
of continuous surfaces of shapes, forms, colors, and materials; however,
the digital system decomposes physical forms in the abstraction of
discrete units and associates attributes of forms with each single unit. For
example, the computer controls the geometry of the smooth surface by
mathematically interpolating the elevation values of discrete points.
Therefore, we often found that the direct approach to interact with the
computer is to use discrete points corresponding to spatial coordinates in
digital representations, such as a mouse on windows and tags in Urp. In
contrast, for the application domain of landscape design, Illuminating
Clay allows designers to intuitively changing geometries as well as
relationship of objects.
6.2 Digital Output into Physical Environment
The computer supports powerful mathematical models to evaluate the
physical design that are created from the designers' intuition. The
mathematical models have led to the vast libraries of analysis functions
available to predict the behavior of landscape systems and reveal errors
in the conceptual design. For example, to avoid an excess build up of
drainage run off, a hill side might be raised by 7.8 feet while annual
rainfall is increased by 12 inches. While highly accurate and
comprehensive analysis is necessary to finalize the proof of correctness
on intended design, computation analysis on a common CAD system is
performed in a separate stage from physical modeling process. An error
revealed in the later stage often makes designers start over from the early
Figure 6-3
Spatial analysis on the DEM (top)
and on the physical model (bottom)
stage work. Therefore, it is extremely useful to provide quantitative
analysis data while conceptual model is being explored.
Illuminating Clay performs landscape simulations based on the real-time
scanned physical model, visualizes the numerical values associating with
girded points into the 2-D image, and projects the image back on to the
physical surface. The computational simulations are co-located with the
physical model and simultaneously updated while designers change the
physical forms. The designer is able to observe the results of a direct
manipulation on the landscape model and so they can quickly build up a
mental model of how any given system may behave under given
geometric conditions. Illuminating Clay potentially supports designers
intuitive understanding of landscape systems by allowing the real time
and tangible interaction with complex mathematical analysis (Figure 6-1,
6-3).
6.3 Multi-layered Representations
It is often useful to display multiple forms of representation at the same
time. For example, designers usually put a transparent sketch paper on
top of the map of intended site and drafts their conceptual ideas based on
the existing structure. Later their colleagues put another transparent
sketch paper on the sketch to revise the design. When the designers
further the design on a lower level of detail, they leave the sketch of the
overall structure on the bottom layer and draw the details on top of it.
Designers often take advantage of multi-layered representations in design
exploration.
Illuminating Clay allows multiple representations to be overlaid to create
hybrid of 2-D and 3-D, digital and physical information in single
workspace. A physical model is scanned in real-time and a
corresponding digital model is generated. Based on this information, two
landscape analysis functions are simultaneously computed and the results
are overlaid. Furthermore, as shown in Chapter 4, Illuminating Clay
allows freehand sketching directly on top of the physical model and
superimposing of 3-D digital models and 2-D images. The design
process corresponds to multi-layered representing of physical models,
digital models, computational simulations, freehand sketches, and 2-D
images (Figure 6-1, 6-4).
Combining multiple techniques and representations in a single
workspace supports iterative design process. First, each representation
provides particular information to designers and the multi-layered
representation can take advantage of each layer of representation. Second,
the representations are layered and can be easily plug in or out according
to the different stage of the design. Third, one representation can be
conveniently translated into another while overlaid and the multiple
representations can easily go back and forth. Forth, the later state of
design can be built on top of an early state of the design and various
design approaches can iterate on different levels of detail.
6.4 The Early Stage of Creative Design
Illuminating Clay does not try to support comprehensive methods and
techniques in the whole design process including design, negotiation,
documentation, and construction; instead, it emphasizes the early stage
of design. Because the Minolta VIVID 900 laser scanner can provide the
320 by 240 grid digital elevation model (FAST mode), computation and
the projected image is limited to this resolution. It is not accurate enough
to generate precise drawings but appropriate for sketching of ideas.
Because the spatial analysis algorithms and freehand sketches are
implemented on raster images rather than vector formats, it is limit in
allowing modification and edit but convenient for visualization. The
ambiguous representations encourage designers to generate more ideas in
design exploration rather than being distracted by detail. Furthermore,
Illuminating Clay provides computational evaluation with freehand
a & -
Figure 6-4
(a) Overlaid DEM and Shadow
(b) A imported DEM file
(c) A imported aerial photograph
(d) Superimpose (a), (b), and (c)
76 modeling process and allows designers to easily detect errors in the early




Although the Sketch DEM module and Freehand Sketching module
allow designers to sketch directly upon the surface of the model, it does
not provide identical ability as traditional sketching on paper (Figure 6-1).
We are currently working on improving sketching functions and make
use of a digital pen (Wacom) instead of mouse. We hope that the
sketches in the early stage of design can be directly combined with
physical modeling process and then computational simulations can
perform on them.
6.5.2 Geometry Capturing Techniques
The Minolta VIVID 900 laser scanner is able to scan physical objects in
about 1.1 seconds per frame with the resolution of 320 by 240. We are
interested in finding new 3-D scanning technologies with greater
accuracy and higher speed. We are starting to explore a new real-time 3D
modeling technique, Structured Light [HRO 1]. In this system, a projector
projects dynamic light pattern into the scene and a synchronized camera
obtains and analyzes scene images to determine 3D information. Based
on the pattern with known coordinates, the modeling process is much
easier and less computationally expensive compared to the triangulation
process of the laser scanner. An ideal modeling system for the design
workspace should be imperceptible and non-intrusive to designers. The
ZCam [Zcam] is a device that allows 30 frames of geometric information
per second to be captured in the form of a depth image with an accuracy
of around 1cm. It is possible that such technologies may be made far 77
cheaper in the future and so could be used as the main sensing approach




Furthermore, Illuminating Clay using one scanner/projector pair is
limited on 2.5 dimensions. It is possible to combine multi-scanners and -n
C:
multi-projectors to support the 3-D tangible interface and a larger
workspace with multi-user interaction.
6.5.3 Remote Collaboration
The system can also be used to support remote collaboration. For
example, we can set up two identical system at two remote places,
synchronize the digital information through network, and allow designers
on the remotely places to share their physical design.
6.5.4 Spatial Analysis Functions
The analysis functions currently included in Illuminating Clay represent
just a few of the many kinds of analysis that could be performed. This
particular set was carefully chosen so as to demonstrate the potential of a
real-time approach to 3-D analysis without requiring the computing
power or processor speeds needed by more complex functions such as
fully 3-D wind simulations. A future system architecture that
incorporates a faster analysis process would allow a range of more
complex analysis functions to be implemented, such as land erosion.
Furthermore, since the Simulator interface allows easy customization or
plug-in, we would work closely with landscape designers and GIS
developers to implement more analysis functions. We hope that spatial
analysis functions can input natural attributes associated with the
surfaces, such as materials, as well as the topology.
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